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President’s Report for 2015 

Greetings to all members of Greenbelt Homes, Inc. from Steve Skolnik, 

President of GHI's Board of Directors.  I am pleased to tell you that, although 

our housing cooperative will face many challenges and lots of work in the 

coming years, the state of the coop is one of health and strength.  As a 

community of member-owners, we have all of the resources we need to move 

GHI forward and to make our homes more efficient, attractive, livable and 

marketable into the future.  I am happy to report that our homes continue to 

increase in value, from a low point in 2011; sales in 2015 were brisk, and 2016 

is shaping up to be a good year as well for GHI home sales.   

In this report I will outline some of the important work that occurred in GHI this year; also we'll look 

forward to what's coming in the next few years. 

Pilot Program 

 Eight years back, the Buildings Committee conducted a membership-wide survey about 
heating, comfort, and energy efficiency in our homes; from this survey we learned that a large 
number of members expressed strong dissatisfaction in these areas.  The survey results led to the 
committee developing a program with these goals: 

 reduce overall energy consumption and costs in the dwelling units; 

 improve member comfort and “livability”; 

 emphasize use of sustainable, environmentally friendly energy sources, technologies, and 
products where economically feasible; 

 reduce overall life cycle costs, including preventive and corrective maintenance, for heating, 
cooling and domestic hot water systems; 

 minimize disruption to households as improvements are being made; and 

 implement the program while maintaining the unique and historic character of the GHI 
homes. 

 
           The Pilot Program we started six years ago, now virtually complete, has paid generous 
dividends in terms of data, information, experience, and learning the coop has gathered; our 
Buildings Committee and Board of Directors have incorporated Pilot Program learning to formulate 
our Homes Improvement Program (H.I.P.)  A few things we've learned include: 

 Some frame home crawlspaces are in worse shape than we thought, and many sump pumps 
have failed over the years. Crawls need to be visited/inspected more often than GHI has 
been doing. Staff conducted a 100% inspection program, identifying a number of issues and 
repairing or replacing many sump pumps. 

 Application of spray foam insulating sealant in crawlspaces and attics may be problematic, 
potentially posing a health hazard to members. The Board decided to eliminate this material 
from the H.I.P. 

 Installing exterior insulation and vinyl siding on block homes results in greater comfort and 
energy savings; this improvement 'pays for itself' in reduced energy bills.  However, some 
members object to the dramatic change in appearance of the block homes, preferring the 
'iconic' and 'historic' look of painted concrete block. Also, insulating block homes from the 
inside is neither practical nor cost effective. 

 In frame homes, adding insulation to exterior walls results in greater comfort in the homes 
and lower power bills, however the improvement does not 'pay for itself' in energy savings 
over a reasonable time period. 
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 Adding insulation to frame and brick home attics results in greater comfort in the homes, 
however the improvement does not 'pay for itself' in energy savings over a reasonable time 
period. 

 Electric baseboard heaters are capable of heating GHI homes adequately, if properly sized 
and operated, and kept reasonably clean. 

 Ductless 'mini-split' heat pumps work well in GHI homes, however in very cold weather may 
need to be supplemented with existing baseboard heaters. 
 

 Our building science consultants, Homes Improvement Research Labs (H.I.R.L.), completed 
the collection of temperature and humidity data in the (28) pilot homes at the end of the 2014/15 
heating season, and submitted their final report.  The Buildings Committee is currently drafting a final 
report on the overall Pilot Program. (Members are urged to read other reports that have been issued 
as work progressed; these are available at http://ghi.coop/content/pilot-program.) 

 Based on information developed by the Buildings Committee's outstanding task force on 
crawlspaces, the Board of Directors adopted a plan to test a 'partially-conditioned crawlspace' 
solution in two frame rows, as well as to improve two masonry row crawlspaces; this work was 
contracted and completed; staff is now monitoring temperature and humidity to test the effectiveness 
of the selected methods and materials for a complete year, to assure that this design works well for 
our frame homes. 

Homes Improvement Program (H.I.P.) 

 This five-year program, now fully underway, has two main components: work items already 
funded through our Replacement Reserves Program, and work items that need additional funding.  
As I write this report, contractors are preparing to start work on the '2016 cohort' of (326) homes, the 
first group to be completed.  Here is a summary of the H.I.P. work: 

 I. Community-wide work items 
 A. Work funded under Replacement Reserves Program includes replacing windows, entry 

doors, electric baseboard heaters, and frame home vinyl siding 
 B. Work requiring additional funding will be in our crawlspaces 

 i. Frame Homes: Crawlspace conversion to sealed, partially-conditioned spaces 
(pending examination of data and approval of test buildings) 

 ii. Masonry Homes: Crawlspace sealing, insulation and other repairs/upgrades 
 II. Member-selected, optional work items (paid for by individual members) 

A. Members are free to select optional items for their individual homes. 
B. Members will pay for full cost of selected optional items 

i. GHI had hoped to be able to help members finance optional improvements 
through direct loans, however the Board was advised by legal counsel that 
this would require special licensing that GHI does not possess.  

1. Member can pay in full after installation; or 
2. Member can secure a bank loan through one of three (3) lenders GHI 

has identified. 
C. A list of the approved optional improvements is included on the GHI website at 

http://ghi.coop/sites/default/files/attachments/H%20I%20P%20%20LIST%20OF%20
OPTIONAL%20IMPROVEMENTS%204-13-15.pdf 

 
Lots more information about H.I.P. is available on the ghi.coop website at 
http://ghi.coop/content/homes-improvement-program . 

Asbestos discovered in masonry home crawlspaces 

 It was discovered by staff and reported to the Board of Directors that some asbestos 
materials, the removal of which was contracted and paid for in 1985, were in fact not removed as per  

http://ghi.coop/content/pilot-program
http://ghi.coop/sites/default/files/attachments/H%20I%20P%20%20LIST%20OF%20OPTIONAL%20IMPROVEMENTS%204-13-15.pdf
http://ghi.coop/sites/default/files/attachments/H%20I%20P%20%20LIST%20OF%20OPTIONAL%20IMPROVEMENTS%204-13-15.pdf
http://ghi.coop/content/homes-improvement-program
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the specifications, but were left (hidden) in crawlspace alcoves beneath some masonry building 
porch slabs.  The presence of the asbestos materials, portions of the pipe and boiler insulation from 
when the buildings were constructed, went undetected for so many years because the alcoves are 
sealed from view by insulation foam board. 

 The General Manager recommended, and the Board approved notifying local, state, and 
federal authorities about the presence of the hazardous material; subsequently the Board approved 
hiring a certified Industrial Hygienist to sample air in representative crawlspaces and member units.  
All tests were negative, which is to say that asbestos fibers were not found to be present in the air (it 
is these fibers being breathed and lodging in the lungs that causes the health concerns). 

 The Industrial Hygiene firm has been further contracted to develop specifications for two 
possible solutions:  GHI can choose to encapsulate and protect the asbestos, developing a safety 
maintenance program, or GHI can choose to have the asbestos removed entirely (a more costly, but 
permanent solution).  Once specifications for these options have been prepared, the Board will 
solicit bids from licensed asbestos firms, and will face the decision of how to proceed in the best 
long-range interest of our cooperative. 

 GHI is pursuing the unlikely possibility that the owner(s) of the 1985 contractor, long out of 
business, can be tracked down and made to accept responsibility for the egregious and illegal 
behavior of hiding rather than removing the asbestos.  Staff also recognizes the failure of GHI to 
properly inspect the contractor's work at the time.  No members of the 1980's maintenance staff are 
still employed by GHI, or have been for many years. 

Other Board of Directors Major Activities in 2015/16 

 In addition to working on the Pilot Program and H.I.P. planning, some of the work undertaken 
by your Board of Directors includes the following: 

◦ Approved (71) new memberships 

◦ Conducted strategic planning / visioning work sessions 

◦ Conducted City Council / GHI stakeholders work session to discuss matters of common 
interest 

◦ Adopted policy to re-establish collection of refundable working capital, effective March 
31, 2015 

◦ Approved sale of membership rights to 10-A Crescent Rd. to City of Greenbelt, for 
incorporation and use as part of the Greenbelt Museum 

◦ Held weekly planning meetings with General Manager, President and Vice-President 

◦ Held town hall meetings (and follow-up activities) 

◦ Authorized hiring of H.I.P. Director and project management staff 

◦ Contacted state legislators to express cooperative's interests in proposed laws 

◦ Convened Member Complaint Panels, Informal and Formal Hearings 

◦ Established Legislative and Government Affairs Committee (LGAC) 

◦ Directed Buildings Committee to recommend a policy on stormwater/groundwater 
management 

◦ Established Buildings Committee's subcommittee on Sustainability Issues 

◦ Established ad hoc Parking Regulations Task Force 

◦ Considered and approved 2016 Budget of $11,910,100. 

◦ Executed program to install state-required upgraded smoke detectors in all GHI units and 
GDC apartments 
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◦ Approved program to install carbon monoxide (CO) detectors where and as required by 
Prince George's County 

◦ Approved installation of solar photovoltaic energy system on the roof of a member's 
home  

◦ Accepted recommendations of ad hoc Bylaws Committee for three changes (to be 
considered by membership at May 2016 membership meeting) 

 
Committees and Their Contributions 

 Member volunteers serving on GHI's many committees do much of the work needed to keep 
our unique housing cooperative running smoothly.  I want to express tremendous praise and 
appreciation for those who give their valuable time and astonishing expertise for the benefit of us all.  
Our committees, and a few of the tasks they have accomplished in 2014, include the following: 

 Architectural Review Committee  

◦ Designed and implemented kitchen and bathroom renovation contests 

◦ Reviewed members' exception requests 

◦ Reviewed policies on:  

▪ privacy screens  

▪ door color palette  

▪ wall materials to patch at removed through-wall A/C units  

▪ invasive plants in yards 

▪ tree removal by members 

▪ planting lists in Member Handbook  

 Buildings Committee  

◦ Continued monitoring work on Pilot Program; drafting final report 

◦ Created task force to recommend policy on stormwater/groundwater 
management 

◦ Created subcommittee on sustainability issues 

 Communications Committee  

◦ Reviewed and updated media policy 

◦ Developed / published monthly Communicator 

◦ Developed visual program for town hall meetings 

 ad hoc Committee on Historic Preservation 

◦ drafted and submitted report on importance of and how to preserve historically 
significant features of GHI homes  

 Companion Animals 

◦ Continued Spay/neuter partnership program with City 

 Finance 

◦ Reviewed and recommended updates to member delinquency policy and 
procedures 

◦ Drafted, reviewed and recommended financing options for H.I.P. work items 

 Investment 

◦ Studied bond investment opportunities, made investments consistent with GHI's 
policy and future expenditure needs 

 Marketing Committee  

◦ Created and published marketing videos 

◦ Planned and conducted community-wide open houses 
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 Member Outreach 

◦ Continued interest in 'living small' and 'tiny house' programs 

 Woodlands 

◦ Coordinated annual survey of GHI woodlands 

◦ Oversaw Forest Conservation Management Agreement plan for GHI woodlands 

◦ Reviewed tree and planting issues in GHI common areas 

 Yard Lines 

◦ Continued to study and present for Board certification yard lines plat drawings 
 
 If you've read this far, I hope you've gained an appreciation for the work our Board of 
Directors, committees, and staff do to keep GHI healthy and vibrant.  Serving as President, I 
continue to learn about many aspects of cooperative living, and gain a better understanding of all 
that goes into keeping our 'ship' afloat and on course for a bright cooperative future.  

 
Respectfully submitted, 
Steve Skolnik  
President, Greenbelt Homes, Inc.    
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General Manager’s 2015 Report 
 
Every year presents new challenges and opportunities and the past year 

was no exception. In general, it was a good year with many notable 

accomplishments. I am happy to share this report with you, which 

highlights some of our major activities and accomplishments: 

 

           Homes Improvement Program 

Since 2008, the Board, Buildings Committee, Finance Committee, Staff, and the Homes Innovation 

Research Labs (H.I.R.L) have been engaged in a thorough and collaborative process to determine 

the scope of a Homes Improvement Program (HIP). We are very excited that the HIP will begin this 

year with the installation of new windows, doors, siding, baseboard heaters and optional 

improvements (selected by members) within approximately 1/5
th
 of the homes.  

Tom Sporney, the former Director of Technical Services was appointed to lead a new department to 

administer the HIP and two project managers were hired to assist him. The HIP staff developed a 

spreadsheet for members to record their preferences for exterior doors and siding colors and 

choices for optional improvements. They inspected 326 units and 106 additions and prepared 

specifications for the work to be done during 2016. Staff assisted the Board to organize and conduct 

four HIP informational membership meetings.  

 

With H.I.R.L’s assistance, staff prepared a Request for Proposal, obtained bids and hired a 

contractor to undertake crawlspace improvements in two frame and two masonry buildings, without 

the use of spray foam insulation. In-house maintenance staff installed performance monitors for 

sump pumps and exhaust fans in the crawlspaces for the frame buildings. Crawlspace 

improvements to frame and masonry buildings are scheduled to begin in 2017. 

Human Resource Management  

GHI currently has 43 full-time employees. Last year, seven new employees were hired and eight 

employees left the cooperative. With the retirement of Kenny Grimes (Fee-for-service coordinator) 

and resignation of Matt Berres (Maintenance Director) in 2014, retirements of Brenda Lewis (Human 

Resources Director) and Bill James (Accounting Manager) in 2015, and reassignment of Tom 

Sporney (Director of Technical Services) to lead the HIP department in 2015, it was quite 

challenging to recruit employees who were the right fit for GHI to fill the vacancies that were created.  

 

Much emphasis was placed on developing our employees during the past year. We hired a facilitator 

to conduct a seminar for employees to motivate them to give their best efforts on the job and our 

Human Resources Manager facilitated a customer service seminar. I initiated a coach’s camp for the 

senior staff and we held 12 sessions to review major policies and procedures.  

 

Senior staff prepared an action plan in October 2014 which guided staff operations throughout 2015. 

Each department head and I met weekly to discuss operational issues and the senior staff met  

bi-weekly to discuss strategic issues. Department heads also met weekly with their staff to plan work 

schedules and review accomplishments. 
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Performance evaluations by supervisors and self-assessments by employees are done annually to 

review accomplishments, discuss areas for improvement and to establish goals and employee 

development needs. Employees receive merit increases, based on their evaluations.  

 

Member Services 

A summary of major activities that were performed by Member Services Department staff is as 

follows: 

 Investigation of neighbor complaints  20 

 Investigation of animal complaints  12  

 Parking Issues                            42 

 Interior Inspections                                               17 units (45 inspections)                                                          

 Rentals of garages /storage spaces          47 

 Investigation and termination of unauthorized       4 

rental of homes                            

 

Staff referred five cases to the Board of Directors for complaint hearings to resolve grievances that 

could not be settled at our level.  

 

The Director, Member Services has compiled a list of fifteen 15 units where clutter/hoarding issues 

were discovered in the past. She inspects the units every six months to enable the members of 

those units to correct deficiencies that are observed and prevent a relapse to the previous hoarding 

conditions. 

Member Services’ staff completed the first part of a codification project to electronically file Board 

motions in a shared drive of our computer network pertaining to exceptions to rules and regulations 

and policies approved from 2010 to 2015; making it easier to retrieve this information in the future. 

The staff is continuing to codify motions that were passed prior to 2010.  All Mutual Ownership 

Contracts (MOCS) were scanned into our computer network and we have begun scanning addenda 

to the MOCS pertaining to additions on the Addition Maintenance Program. 

 

Staff reviewed six rental permit requests from members. Three requests were forwarded to the 

Board for consideration and three members withdrew their requests. The Board approved two  

requests and denied one. At the end of 2015, there were nine units being rented with approved 

permits. 

 

The GHI e-newsletter has become an impactful news medium that provides members current and 

meaningful information. It is currently sent to over 1100 subscribers. 

 

To facilitate the sale of 80 units, staff undertook 91 re-sales inspections, and conducted monthly pre-

purchase orientation meetings. 

 

Financial Management 

The Board of Directors, Finance Committee, and management staff developed the 2016 budget, 

which included new items for the Homes Improvement Program such as replacement of windows, 

doors, siding and baseboard heaters (financed from the replacement reserve and addition 

maintenance funds), crawlspace improvements (funded by new member contributions) and optional  
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improvements (paid for by the members who select to have them installed). Though real estate 

taxes (which are nearly 1/3 of the whole budget) jumped this year by an average of over 7%, and  

despite the expenses of commencing the Homes Improvement Program, the average overall 

increase in the budget was less than the rise in taxes. 

 

Staff submitted a report to the Board regarding the pros and cons of restoring a working capital 

collection policy that it had suspended in 2010; the Board subsequently reinstituted the policy. 

 

Management staff developed a Request for Proposal for GHI’s 2016 Property and Business Owner’s 

Insurance Policy and obtained bids from 3 insurance brokers. The Board accepted our 

recommendation to hire USI Insurance Inc. as the new broker as well as insurance carriers that USI 

specified for the property, commercial liability, automobile, director and officers’ liability and workers’ 

compensation insurance policies. The total insurance premiums are $107,000 lower than the 

budgeted amount for 2016, due in part to no major insurance claims being filed in 2014 and 2015. 

 

Maintenance and Technical Services 

The maintenance department completed 11,061 work orders. Staff completed the replacements 

(begun in 2014) of 50% of the sump pumps in the crawlspaces of frame buildings and sealed all 

steam tunnels with mortar to prevent the ingress of animals. 

 

An amount of $168,494 was spent to replace defective underground utility pipes. Failures were due 

to root penetration of pipe joints and ruptures due to soil pressures. We estimate that 60 % of  

the underground sewer piping and 10% of the storm drain piping installed during 1935-42 have been 

replaced so far.  

 

During heavy rainstorms the existing drainage systems at some locations often cannot handle the 

sudden and intense runoff from streets and parking lots adequately, and water flowing downhill 

collects in yards and at building foundations. Some members inadvertently fill-in or block yard 

swales resulting in drainage problems. Last year, staff surveyed all of our 1600 units to record 

drainage deficiencies. Some of the deficiencies have been remedied by maintenance staff. The 

worst situations have been prioritized and last year new underground drainage systems were 

installed at six sites for a cost of $60,095. GHI has spent approximately $700,000 since 1998 

installing new underground drainage systems which have helped to significantly reduce flooding 

problems in yards and crawlspaces.  

A contractor was hired to convert an abandoned boiler room at 10 Court Southway to four storage 

units at a cost of $22,000, with an estimated payback period of 4.5 years. Members have purchased 

13 of the original 18 boiler rooms attached to frame units. GHI has converted 4 such boiler rooms to 

storage units, all of which are currently being rented. There is one remaining boiler room at 14 Court 

Ridge that has yet to be addressed. 

 

As a risk control measure, staff recommended and the Board approved hiring a consulting arborist to 

proactively inspect trees in woodland areas near to homes and in common areas for defects. The 

Board also approved the purchase of a snow removal tractor that has helped us tremendously to 

remove snow from sidewalks in common areas on a timelier basis. 
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Fee-for-service staff prepared bid specifications and contractors were hired to undertake pre-sale 

repairs to seven units that were assigned to GHI; three units have been sold.  

 

The Technical Services staff received 154 permit requests from members and approved 117 

permits. One hundred yard line inspections were done in support of the work that was done by the 

yard line committee.  At present, 1,405 units have certified yard plats. 

 

Conclusion 

In December 2014, GHI’s previous insurance broker who had served GHI for approximately 20 

years, informed the Board of Directors that GHI’s management of its operations was among the 

finest that he had experienced among his clientele of property owners and management companies 

serving approximately 20,000 residential units in the District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia. 

Working together, the Board of Directors, committee volunteers, members and staff have achieved 

this high standard. I am happy to continue working with you as we strive to maintain our position as 

one of the finest housing cooperatives in America. 

 
 
 
                                                                          Sincerely, 

 
 Eldon Ralph, General Manager 
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2016 Annual Audit Committee Report 

The Audit Committee is composed of three members who serve a one-year term.  The 2015-2016 
Committee began the term with two members. Subsequently one member left and two members 
were selected from volunteers for the remaining term.  Our duties are to monitor the operations of 
GHI, as described in Article VII Section 2 of the GHI bylaws.  

To carry out this charge, the members of the Audit Committee attend all regular and special 
meetings of the Board of Directors of GHI and the Greenbelt Development Corporation (GDC), key 
committee meetings, and all executive sessions of the Board of Directors.  During its meetings, the 
Board of Directors deliberated openly and in a manner consistent with the Bylaws.   

To ensure the Co-op is functioning properly and efficiently, the Audit Committee has access to GHI’s 
financial records, attorney proceedings, and auditor statements.  This is an essential oversight 
function.  The Committee has an annual budget of $1,000, which was drawn upon once, to consult 
with GHI's retained attorney about a Bylaws interpretation. 

The Audit Committee welcomes input from GHI members and can be contacted via email (see the 
GHI website for contact information).  The Committee was approached by members for a variety of 
reasons during the 2015-16 term and responded to each request.  Member suggestions related to 
the scope of the Homes Improvement Program (HIP), proper handling of the eviction process when 
necessary, and the occasional intervention with staff or the Board to obtain information or improve 
communication. 

The previous year's Audit Committee also passed along a number of suggestions and concerns 
regarding access by the membership to the preparatory materials distributed for each general 
session of the Board of Directors.  This year's committee expanded on these suggestions and re-
submitted them to the Board.   

Not surprisingly, the HIP engaged the energies of staff and the Board of Directors at many meetings, 
with members often in attendance to express their opinions and concerns.  As the first 
implementation of a long planning process begins in 2016, oversight will continue to be critically 
important, as will sound fiscal management while this major investment in the long-term health of the 
Co-op is underway.   

For the sixth year in a row, GHI retained Wegner CPAs to perform a professional audit of the 2015 
financial statements for GHI and GDC.  Findings were not provided to the Audit Committee by the 
deadline for this report, but they will be available in advance of the Annual Meeting of the Co-op 
membership.  The Audit Committee exercised its supervisory responsibility over the audit by meeting 
several times with Wegner CPAs and providing a series of questions to focus Wegner's review. 

Committee Members 

Paul Kapfer  Leeann Irwin  Kandis Wyatt 
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Treasurer’s Report 2015/2016 

Financial Condition 

The 2015 GHI Summary Income Statement is included with this report.  There are notes to the 

variances from the 2015 Budget of 3% and $10,000. Details of each budgeted line item are included 

in the 2015 Budget booklet that is available to all members at the GHI Administration Office. The 

overall financial condition of GHI is healthy which is important considering the Homes Improvement 

Program is beginning this year. Actual receipts exceeded actual expenses, excluding Depreciation of 

Members Units. 

2016 Budget: 

The 2016 Budget of $11,910,400, adopted on December 3, 2015 with member fee increases 

averaging 6.1% for frame homes and 4.9% for larger homes and increases averaging 7.2% for 

masonry homes. The variation between home groups was because of differences in real estate 

taxes and specific items for each of the three home groups including crawlspace improvements.  

Real Estate Taxes: 

Real estate taxes are based on the actual Prince George’s County invoice for each home. In 

September, members were notified of a reconciliation adjustment, which occurred at the end of the 

year. That reconciliation adjusted the amount paid by the member for the year to their actual cost. 

The Finance department completed reconciliations for each unit in November and applied those 

adjustments directly to member accounts in December. Those who paid too much during the year 

had a credit and therefore, paid less in December while those who did not pay enough to cover the 

actual real estate taxes of their particular unit had to pay more in December. 

Home Sales: 

In 2015, eighty homes were sold compared to eighty-nine in 2014. First quarter activity in 2016 is 

similar to activity during the same time last year. We hope that sales will increase during the warmer 

months. 

Future Activity: 

The Homes Improvement Program has begun and the planned improvements to make our 

community more energy efficient and sustainable are taking place. The discovery of contained 

asbestos in the crawlspaces creates a significant decision for the Board of Directors which will 

impact the budget. It is important to keep in mind GHI has a contingency fund which is just over 

$900,000 for situations such as this. The cooperative is well prepared to address major expenditures 

by utilizing this fund. 

 Chuck Hess, 2015/2016 Treasurer 
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 MISSION STATEMENT 
 

 

GHI  is a cooperative that provides quality homes for our members and  

fosters opportunities for community.  We will accomplish this by celebrating and  

respecting the historical legacy and ideals of the original Greenbelt plan. 

 

We  will maintain, protect and enhance the assets of the cooperative   

including the buildings, architectural design, open space plan (woods,  walkways,  

playgrounds), while preserving the financial stability and  sustainability of our  

cooperative community. 

 

We  will promote member diversity, member and community  

involvement, and education regarding our rights and responsibilities as  

co-op members. 

 

We  are the keepers of our property, and we have the right to expect  

that all of us will act responsibly to protect and care for that which each own  

and treasure together. 

 

   Adopted March 9, 2006 


